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THE CRISIS OF "RACE" AND AACIOLOGY 

h is indeed the cue that human social and political organization is:a 
reflection of our biological being, for, after all, we are material bio-
logical objects devtl'1'ing under the influence of the interaction of 
our genes with the ftemaJ wurld. It is Cttt2.inJy not the case that 
our biology is inelevanl 10 social organization. The question is, 
wh:at pan of our biology i5 relevant? 

- RICH AJ.D 

A genuine revolution of value$ mean5 in the final analysis that our 
Ioy1I1ties must become ecumenial rather than Evny na-
rion must now develop an OVl:rriding loyalty to mankind u a whole 
in order to pracrw: till: hc$1 in their individual societies. 

- MAJlTIN LUTHER KING, JR. 

It is impossible to deny th2t we arc 
living through a profound tnnsfonnation in the way the idea of-race· is 
understood and acted upon. Underlying it there is another, possibly 
deeper, problem that arises from the changing mechanisms that govern 
how racial differences arc seen, how they appear to us and prompt specific 
identities. Together. these historic conditions have disrupted the obser-
vance of 8race- and created a crisis for raciology, the lore that brings the: 
\'irtual realities of-race- [0 dismal and desttuctive life. 
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Any opportunities for positive change that arise from this crisis cir-
cumscribed by. the effects of past cawtrophe. Raciology has sat-
urated the discourses m which it circulates. It cannot be readil 

or and to .imagine that its dangerous 
can be easily re-amculated mto benIgn, democratic forms would be to ex-
aggerate the power of critical and apposi tional interests. In contrast the 
creative acts involved in des troying racioiogy and transcending are 

than the. goal of authentic democracy to which they 
POlOt. The political will to liberate humankind from race- thinking must 
be by precise. historical reasons why these attempts 
worth making. The first wk IS to sugar that the demise of "race" is not 
something to be feared. Even this may be a hard argument to win. On the 
one hand, the beneficiaries of racial hierarchy do not want to give up their 

.. On the. who have been subordinated by 
race- thmking and us distinctive soaaJ structures (not all of which come ti-
dily have for centuries employed the concepts and categories 
of their rulers, ownen, and persecutors to resist the destiny that has 

to them and dissent from the lowly value it placed upon their 
hves. Under the most difficult of conditions and from imperfect materials 
that they surely would not have selected if they had been able to choose 
these oppressed groups have built complex traditions of politics ethiCS' 

and culture. The currency of "race" has marginali:zed 
tlons from official histories of modernity and relegated them to the b:ack-

the primitive and the prepolitical. They have involved elaborate, 
ImpTOVlsed constructions that have the primary function of absorbing and 

abuse. But they have gone far beyond merely affording protec-
flon and reversed the polarities of insult. brurality, and contempt. which 
are turned into important sources of solidarity, joy, and col-
lectl:e strength. When ideas of nciaJ particularity are inverted in this de-

",'lanner so that they provide sources of pride nther than shame and 
become difficult to relinquish. For many ncialized pop-

ulatlons, and the hard-won. oppositional identities it supports are 
not to be hghdy or prematurely given up. 

groups need to be persuaded very carefully that there is 
somethmg wonhwhile to be gained from a deliberate renunciation of 
Mr:'ce" as the basis for belonging to one another and acting in concert. They 

have be reassured that the dram:aric gestures involved in turning 
agamst racial observance can be accomplished without violating the pre-
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'ous forms of solidarity and community that have been created by their o . . 
rOU1lcted subordination along ncial lines. The idea that actJon ag.unst 

hierarclUes can proceed more effectively when it has been purged of 
any lingering respect for the idea of "'race" is one of the most persuasive 
au-ds in this political and ethical suit. 

Historians, sociologists. and theorists of politics have not always ap-
preciated the significance of these sometimes-hidden: ",'lodem 
tures fonned by long and brutal experiences of J2.Claliud subordmatlOn 
through slavery and colonialism and since. The 
that have been constituted against the odds amid suffenng and disposses-
sion have been overlooked by the ignorant and the indifferent as as 
the actively hostile. Some initiates. who should certainly know better. have 
even rejected and despised these formations as insufficiently respectable, 
noble. or pure. Nonethdess. vernacular cultures and the stubborn sociaJ 
movements that were built upon their strengths and tactics have contrib-
uted important moral and political resources to modem struggles in pur-
suit of freedom, democracy. and justice. I Their powerful influences have 
left their imprint on an increasingly globalized popular ?riginally 
tempered by the ghastly extremities of racial slavery, 
tures remained strong and supple long after the formalities of emanCipa-
tion, but they are now in decline and their prospectJ cannot be good. They 
are already being rransformed beyond recognition by the uneven effttts of 
glob:aliution and planetary commerce in blackness. 

Where the dangers represented by this historic decline have been rec-
ogniud, the defense of communal interests has often mobilized the &0-
tasy of a frozen culture, of arrested cultural devdopment. ca.n 
be maintained and communal interests protected if they are fixed m thelT 
most authentic and glorious postures of resistance. This understandable 
but inadequate response to the prospect of losing one's identity reduces 
cultural traditions to the simple process of invuiant repetition. It has 
helped to secure deeply conservative notions supply real in 
dismal times but do linle justice either to the fornrude and the unpTOVlsa-
tiona! skills of the slaves and their embanled descendants or to the com-
plexities of contemporuy cultural life. 

We need to understand the appeal of the idea of tradition in this con-
text. Where it is understood as linle more than a closed list of rigid rules 
that !lan be :applied consciously without interpretation or attention to par-
ticular his torical conditions, it is a ready alibi for authoritarianism rather 
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than a sign of cultural viability or ethical confidence. I d--.J h d' 
f 

.J:'.L.J. n ccu, t e efense 
o trawtIon on Ule5e grounus can as we shall sec d ., f ' . ' • open a 001' to ultracon-
servaflve Iorms 0 polltlcal culture and social regul . 

In identifying these problems and moving I shall 
show that the comfon zone erea·· .J· th r . .J: ' try to 

. • u;u Ul e awng aura of th d -....<:·' 
cultures of dISSidence is already hri- •.• d h ose won CIIW s mung an t at the cu1tu th sd 
are not as strong, complex, or dfecti .L res em ves . ve as mey once were Th..., d till 
Ca510nally Bicker into spect2cular lir.' . _,os cc-
for their rights and .. th e. urgmg desperate people to stand up 
which to do it. them potent political and moral language with 

• ere IS no teason to rh·L • 
able to withstand all the d tru ' ffi r--- at Uley will be 
tion let alone th . cs rove e em of globalization and locaI.iza-
ID'ha . e COrrosive power of substantive political 

at ve ansen over the nature of black 'culari . -;>"-:-ments 
relative to other contending 'de ";t"v- -,-,partt __ I: . ty md Its SIgnificance 
• nu", a.;ums· H;1l0'10n aIi 

tlon. gender, md so on. . . 0-' sexu ty. genera-

The dissident traditions inaugurated by the stru . 
struggle for recognition as human rather than ch ggle agamst slavery. a 
rather than object have alread be ch attd. agent and person 
political md econ'omic that !.._ eh" vilanged by translocal forces. both 
• . . ea y on the symbolic f 
nce. This situation is another fundamental f th .. cum.ncy 0 

It provides further inducements to recognize r" e CrISlS rac?logy. 
nce-thinking presents an im rtant 0 .at e cum:nt disrupbon of 
to break away from the d r:u pponuru?" There IS here a chance 
tablished when the patterns that were es-

ll! au:;unllty 0 was Id ' 
tial concept and endowed . th. e evate moo an essen-
and explain its selective power to both determine hisoory 

If we are tempted to be too in' .. 
bilities created by these ch . .assessmg the po5lt1ve possi-. angcs m tlu:e-thm1cing md ID uJ . 
slon that has enveloped . I e res tlng confu-
effects of racial disco taChO ogy, we need only remind ourselves that the 

. urses ave become more un redi bl . 
of therr claims upon the world h L _ P eta e as the quality aYe uccome more des..... t Th" d cate siruation and . fi il r_ra e. IS IS a eli-, remaJns ss e material. 

A CRISIS OF RACIOLOGY 

Any invento ..... of the d _L • -, ements UJat consbntte this cri' f . I 
make special mention of the rise of ge ' . .1 515 0 raoo ogy must 

ne-onentcu or genomic construc-
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tions of -race. Their distance from the older versions of nce-thinking 
that were produced in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries underlines 
that the meaning of racial difference is itsdfbeing changed as the relation-
ship between human beings md nature is reconstructed by the impact of 
the DNA revolution and of the t« hnological developments that have en-
ergized it.l This book is premised upon the idea. that we must try to takt 
possession of that profound transformation and somehow set it to work 
ag:&inst the tainted logic that produced it. In other words. the argument 
here unfolds from the basic idea that this crisis of "race" and representa-
tion. of politics and ethics. offers a welcome cue to free ourselves from the 
bonds of all nciology in a novel and ambitious abolitionist project. 

The PursWt of liberation from is an especially urgent matter fo r 
those peoples who. like modem blacks in the period after transatlantic 
slavery. were assigned an inferior position in the enduring hierarchies that 
nciology creates. However. this opponunity is not theirs alone. There are 
very good reasons why it should be enthusiastically embraced by others 
whose antipathy to race-thinking can be defined, not so much by the way 
it has subordinated them. but because in endowing them with the alchem-
ical magic of racial mastery. it has distorted and delimited their experi-
ences and consciousness in other ways. They may not have been 
animalized, reified. or exterminated, but they tOO have suffered something 
by being deprived of their individuality. their humanity, and thus alienated 
from species life. Black and white are bonded together by the mechanisms 
of "race" that estrange them from each other and amputate their common 
humanity. Frant7. Fanon. the Martiniqean psychiatrist and mticolonial 
activist whose work frames these concerns, observed this dismal cycle 
through its effects on the lives of men: "the Negro enslaved by his inferior-
ity. the white man enslaved by his superiority alike behave in accordance 
with a neurotic orientation."l Dr. Martin Luther King. Jr., another 
influential pathologist whose work counterpoints Fanon's own. 
was fond of pointing out that race-thinking has the capacity to make its 
beneficiaries inhumm even as it deprives its victims of their humaruty.4 

Here. drawing implicitly upon the combined legacies of King and 
Fanon. his sometime interlocutor. a rather different. postracial and 
posttnthropological version of what it means to be human might begin to 
take shape. If this radically nonracial humanism is to be placed upon more 
st:\ble foundations than provided by King's open-minded and con-
sistent Christianity or Fanon's phenomenological. existential. and psycho-
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analytic interests, it must be distinguished from earlier, less satisfactory 
attempts to refigure humankind. Its attempt at a comprehensive break 
from those traditions of reBection is signaled fundamentally by a refuru to 
be articulated exclusively in the male gender. From this angle, the pre-
cious, patient processes that culminate in community and democracy do 
not exist only in the fraternal patterns that have proved so durable and so 
attractive to so many. The ideal of fraternity need no longer compromise 
or embarrass the noble dreams of liberty and equaliry. This willfuIJy 
ungendertd humanism is not reducible to demands for equality between 
men and women or even for reciprocity between the sexes. Those revolu-
tionary ideas are already alive and at large in the world. They can be com-
plemented by a change of the conceptual scale on which essential human 
attributes are being calculated. 

This change, in turn, enrails the abolition of what is conventionally 
thought of as sexual division. Minor differences become essentially irrele-
vant. The forms of narcissism they support need not retain their grip upon 
the world. If that aim to be an unduly utopian or radical aspiration, 
we would do well to recall the important practical example of these princi-
ples currently being pursued by the military organizations of the over-
developed world. Forced by recruitment shortfalls and other demographic 
changes to accept the possibility that women are JUSt as physically capable 
offront-line combat duties as their male counterparts, these organizations 
have undertaken a partial but nonetheless significant de-mascu1inization 
of SOldiery. While D em i Moore was being incarnated as GI}ane, Western 
military organizations were conducting a number of technical srudies of 
exactly how the female body can be modified by exercise and training so 
that its physical potential for military activities can be optimized. Scien-
tiSts at Britain's Mnistly of Defence Research Agency have, for example, 
outlined a form of basic training, eryptically known as "personnel selection 
standards, for their new female recruits. The British Army has empha-
sized that it cannot eliminate intrinsic physical differences such as hip size 
and varying proportions of fat and muscle; however, "initial results from 
the new training regime have, on average, added 2 Ibs more muscle while 
removing 6 Ibs of fat.· One British officer said: "Brute strength is not a 
great pan of military life in the 1990s. "S Comparable strategies are also be-
ing revealed on the other side of SCarcity in the underdeveloped pans of the 
planet. The active and enthusiastic contribution of WOmen to the genocide 
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. . Hutu Iitical opponents that took place in 
of Tutsi and the killing po. . st any desire to celebrate 
Rwanda dwing 1994 proVIdes one agam 

these changes as of governmental 
Perhaps, pending nh nce our understandmg of f miIi nderlessness can e a 

the ideal 0 tary ge . f . . ' t hints at a universality that d . . As a Sign 0 transillon, I 
moral an CIVlC agency. Th d be no concessions to the . . I belli .... rent forms. ere nee: . f 
am exist m ess 0- . red with the consolidation 0 

flight from :7:nstraints of bodily existence 
abstract, modem and even welcomed, though there is a 
(being in the world) are a d val them differently as sources of 
strong inducement to see an ue f' n disease humiliation 

. d th The recurrence 0 pal , , identificatIon an empa y. C:!ha - loves can all contribute to f .l' · . f. and care lor se on.... . 
and loss 0 lUgmty, gne , " 1' werful enough to make solidan-
an abstract sense of a human Slml anry po d nI .. al • 

tural a.rricu1arity appear sud e y tJ'lVl • 
ties based on cul p . . lanetary humanism can be 

Some other features of thIS pragmatl
l
. hilosophers who consider 

. t d Though most po ItKOU P . 
tentatlvelyenume1'2 e . th. 'bili'ty failed to recognize Its truJy . h 'gnored IS passl • 
these questIons ave I L' distinctiveness might also . fo I uld suggest tUilt a certam . . 
subversive rce, wo th d libe te and self-conscious renunciation 

...... through e era. d' .. " be seen to eme·o _ . d d' 'd" humanlcind. nus 1'2 lowy " categonze an IVI .... 
of "race as a means to •. .:th th .. forms of human . exhib' primary concern ... .... 
nonracial humarusm. . Its awa . I ts counteranthropological and 
digru'ty that 1'2ce-thmlcing s "': . Y ...<:. ... articulated where 

thro · . ration IS most poweIl\lUy 
sometimes misan plC onen bel . ... _ to consideration of the 

. cd by a ateo. re........ . . 
it has been accomparu . . d frailty that have defined our species m 
chronic traged!, an tic 6. res from Leopardi and Niettsche 
the melancholic an of diverse poeH th gu 1- signature is provided by a Philli d Oonny a away. 
to Esther ps an d' nt of fundamentally fragile, . . t ake that pre lcame 
grim detenmnatlon 0 m . fh ,nism that contradicts 

. th key to a version 0 urn 
corporeal existence mto e I'ca! discourses that were enthusias-
the triumphal tones ofthe anthropo Of>!.. . _. . 

. f thinlcing in earher, Irnpenill times. 
tically supportive 0 race-. f' e tialists and phenomenologists, 

This is not the humarusm 0 CXlSt n . ..:... Indeed mindfu1 of 
P ts or complacent saen ... s",. , 

short-sighted rotestan h ',m, and the idea of progress, . . . . between past umaru . 
. ward the idea of "race" as it is ambivalent 

this humarusm IS as unfriendly to th d t take the efftas 
aboUl claims [0 identify progress at 0 no 
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of continuing racial division into account. I want to show that important 
insighrs can be acquired by systematically returning to the history of strug-
g.les ovu limits in which the idea of "race:" has bcc:n espe_ 
aally promrnent. l1us humarusm is conceived explicitly as a response to 
the sufferings that raciology has wrought. The most valuable resources for 
its derive from a principled, cross-cultural approach to the his-
tory and literature of e:xrrcffie siruations in which the boundaries of what it 
means to be human being negotiated and tested minute by minute, 
day by day. These studies of the inhumanity inspired by and associated 
with the idea arc not, of course, confined to slavery or the brutal 
foons of segregation that followed it. They have arisen from numerous ep-
isodes in colonial history and from the genocidal activities that have 
proved be raciology's finest, triumphant They are especially 
worthwhile, not because the suffering of the victims of extreme evil offers 
easy lessons for the redemption of the more fortunate; indeed, wc cannot 
know w?at acute insights the victims of race:-thinking may have 
taken With them In death. The victims of these terrors arc necessarily 
mute, and if there are any survivors, they will be beset by guilt, shame, and 

painful and unreliable memories. They will not be the best 
to the moral and politica:l lessons involved in histories of pointless 

but they may still be able to yield important insight into the 
moral dilemmas of the present. W e should therefore pay attention to the 

that the most eloquent and perceptive swvivors of systematic inhu-
have thrown on the value of their own testimony. We must be alert 

to Its conventions and genres, for there arc tacit rules governing 
the expectatIOns of rhe reading publics that have formed around these 
painful, moving words and texts. 

However, in an unprecedented situation in which ambivalence: reigns 
. and laws of ethical conduct arc difficult to frame, this legacy of 

bearing Witness should not be spurned as a distraction from the laborious 
tasks of documentation and historical reconstruction. It is far better to 
make this testimony our compass and to seek our bearings in the 
words of Witnesses than to fly vainly to orient oursdves with the unreliable 
charts supplied by covertly race-coded liberal or even socialist humanisms 

if they did nOI steer us into this lost position, have offered VC1}' 
Ideas about how wc might extricate ourselves from it and find ourselves 
again without the benefit of racial categories or racial lore. 
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GENES AND BOD I ES IN CONSUMER CULTURE 

The contemporary focus on the 1ugc1y hidden potency of genes promotes 
a fundamental change of salle in the perception and comprehension of 
rhe human body. This change is not an automatic product of only the 
most recent scientific devdopments and needs to be connected to an un-
derstanding of tcehno-science, particularly a 
period of time. I ts impact upon the statuS of old, that IS, esscnt1a11y elgh-
teenth-centwy, racial typologies has been incxcusably neglected by most 
writers on "race:: 

The tragic story of H enrietta Lacks, an African-American .mother 
five from Baltimore who died of cervical cancer at the age of thiny-one lJ\ 

October 1951, can provide important orientation as we move from 
the biopolitics of "race- and toward its nano-politics. Cells taken WIthout 
consent from Lacks's body by Dr. George Gey, a cell biologist at the 
H opkins Hospital. were grown in tissue culture and have been used 
then in countless scientific experiments all over the world. The cdJ-line 
c:xtr.lcted from her cancer, now known as H eLa, was the first human tu-
mor cdJ-line to be cultivated. It had a number of unusual properties. The 
unprecedentedly virulent cdls grew rapidly proliferated, ad-
. nt cultures and combining unexpectedly With other organums m the pce . d . 
labs where they were in usc.9 They were soon being markete. as a re-
search organism" and have proved to be an indispensable tool In the bur-

geoning biotech industry. . . 
The Lacks case raises important issues about when matenal of 

type extracted from a body can be considered human tissue and the pomt 
at which it is to be identified alternatively as a fonn of property that be-
longs, not to the person in whose body it began, but to the commercial 
terests i.nvolved in selling it for private profit. The story of H eLa cells IS 

also instructive for the confusion that was created when enzymes that sug-
gested Mrs. Lacks's "blackness" revealed .confounding 
perplexing researchers who had assumed her "whiteness or had,. more un-
ponantly W1ed to think raciologically about her legacy or their own re-
search. This episode can be used to mark the point at which an important 
threshold in thinking about "race" was crossed. The message conveyed by 
commerce in H eLa cdls e:xccods even the old familiar talc in which black 
patients have sometimes been abused and manipulated by the white doc-



tors employed to treat them. It would appear that race-defying cells, the 
body', smallest vit:t1 component, have become absolutdy cenrraJ. to contro-
versies ovef the limit and character of species life. 

At the risk of sounding too anthropocentric, I would suggest that the 
cultivation of cells outside the body for commercial and other purp0sc5 is 
an epoch-making shift that requires a comprehensive rethinking of the 
wa.ys we and our humanity. Like the specu-
latIVe mampulanon of genenc matenal between various species that. has 
rollowed it with unpredictable and possibly dangerous results for all hu-
man beings, this change suggests a wholly new set of boundaries within 
which humanity will take shape. The "engineering'" of tt:lJlsgcnic animals 
and plants, some of which have supposedly benefited from the insertion of 
human genes into their DNA, is a related phenomenon that has also been 
the subject of intense debate about its potentially Cltasuophic conse-
quences. The international and therefore necessarily "tt:lJlsracial'" trade in 

organs other body parts fOf transplant, sometimes obtained by 
means, IS another pertinent development. The challenges that 

the manipulation and commerce in all aspects of human 
fertility, Including the vivicUy contentious issue of whether mothers of one 

might perversely choose to bear babies of another, represent yet an-
other. key .change,. while a number of recent attempts to patent or hold 
copynght In orgarusms, cells, and other elements of life itself would be the 
final sign that wc have to adjust our conceptions of life and our mutable 
human nature.lo 

All these changes impact upon how ·race'" is understood. Awareness of 
the indissoluble unity of all li fe at the level of genetic materials leads to a 
stronger sense of the particularity of our species as a whole as well as to 
new anxieties that its character is being fundame ntally and aI-

With these symptomatic developments in mind, it is difficult to re-
the conclusion this b!otechnological revolution demands a change 

m our understanding of race,· species, embodiment, and human 
specificity. In other it asks thal wc reconceprualize our relationship 
to ourselves, our speo.es, our nature, and the idea of life. We need to ask, 

exampl:, whether there should be any place in this new paradigm of 
life for the Idea of specifically radal differences. 

The and surprisingly popular portrait of human beings as 
an essentIally Irrelevant transitory medium fo r the dynamic agency of their 
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supposedly selfish genes is not the only morally and politic:ally 
conscquenceof emergent, genomic orthodoxy. It, too, has fundamentallm-
plications for the coherence of the idea of "race" and its relationship to the 
increasingly complex patterns of natural variation that will no doubt be re-
\'Caled in a geographic:ally distributed species and the encUessly varying but 
fundamentally similar individuals who compose it. The specification of 
significant differences can only be calculated within specific scales, what the 
physicist liya Prigogine calls of validity ... n Sadly, however much 
common sense and popular comprehension of"racc"lag behind these de-
\'dopments, they do not mean that ideas based upon immediate 
appearance have become instantly redundant, acquiring residual 
that contraSts sharply with the conspicuous power they enJoytti preYlously 
in the ages of colonial empires, mass migration, and mass extermination. 

As actively de-politiciu:d consumer culture has Ween hold, the world 
of racialiud appearances has become invested with another magic. This 
comes courtesy of developments like the proliferation of ever-cheaper cos-
metic surgery and the routine computer enhancement and modification of 
visual images. These changes, which build upon a long history of technical 
procedures for producing and accentuating racial on film, un-
dennine more than the intcgrity of raciological representanon. They inter-
act with other processes that have added a conspicuous premium to today's 
planetary traffic in the imagery of blackness. Layer upon layer of easily 
commodificd exotica have culminated in a racialiud glamour and contrib-
uted an extra cachet to some degree of nonspecific, somatic difference. 
The perfect bces on billboards and saeens and in magazines are no longer 
exclusively while, but as they lose: that unifonnity we are being pressed to 
consider and appreciate exactly what they have become, where they fit in 
the old hierarchy that is being erased, and what illicit combination of those 
familiar racial types combined to produce that particular look. that exotic 
style, or that transgressive stance. The stimulating pattern of this 
hyper-visibility supplies the signature of a corporate multiculturalism in 
which some degree of visible difference from an implicit white nonn may 
be highly prized as a sign of timeliness, vitality, inclusivity, and global 
=ci>. 

A whole new crop of black models, stylists, photogtaphcr1>, and now, 
thanks to the good offices of Spike Lee, a black. advertising agency, have 
conQibuted to this change of climate: in the meaning of racialized signs. 
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symbols, and bodies. The stardom of prominent iconic figures like Tyson 
Beckford, Tyra Banks, and, of counc, Lee himself supplements the super-
human personalities and conspicuous physical attributes of the latest he-
roic wave of black athletes who built connections to the emerging 
planetary market in leisure, fitness, and sports products. In that domain, 
blackness has proved [0 be a subsuntial asset. What Fanon, pondering the 
iconic stardom ofJoe Louis and Jesse Dwens, called cycle of the bio-
logical

Bu was initiated with the mythic figure of The Negro: either un-
thinkingly lithe and athletic or constitutionally disposed to be lethargic 
and lazy. Tha[ modem cycle may also be thought of as tenninating in the 
space of black metaphysica.lity. Zygmunl Bauman has argued thar the pri-
mal scene of postmodem social life in Ihe overdeveloped world is being 
staged in a distinctive private relation to one's own corporeality, through a 
disciplinary custodianship that can be specified as the idea of the body 
task. RH This has unexpected consequences where the ideal of physical 
prowess, to which blacks were given a special title in exchange for their 
disassociation from the mind, assumes an enhanced significance. 

It is besl to be absolutely clear that the ubiquity and prominence cur-
rently accorded 10 exceptionally beautiful and glamorous but nonetheless 
racialized bodies do nothing to change the everyday fonns of racial hierar-
chy. The historic associations of blackness with infrahumanity, brutality, 
crime, idleness, excessive threatening fertility, and so on remain undis-
turbed. But the appearance of a rich visual culture that allows blackness to 
be beautiful also feeds a fundamental lack of confidence in the power of 
the body to hold the boundaries of racial difference in place. It creates anx-
iety about the older racial hierarchies that made that revolutionary idea of 
black beauty oxymoronic,just as it requires us to forget the political move-
ment that made its acknowledgment imperative. It is as though these im-
ages of nonwhite beauty, grace, and style somehow make the matter of 
"race" secondary, particularly when they are lit, filtered, textured, and 
toned in ways that challenge the increasingly bafBed observer's sense of 
where racial boundaries might fall In this anxious setting, new hatreds are 
created not by the ruthless enforcement of stable racial categories but from 
a disturbing inability to maintain them. Confonning enthusiastically to 
wider social patterns, the surface of black bodies must now be tattooed, 
pierced, and branded if they are [ 0 disclose the deepest, most compelling 
truths of the privatized ontology within. The words "Thug Life" famously 
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meaning and status of racial categories are becoming even more uncertain 
now that substantial linguistic and cultural differences are being Battened 
out .by the of a global market. Where cultural continuity or over-
lap IS recogruzed between different racialized groups, the smallest cultural 
nuances provide a major means of differentiation. Once the course of the 

is diverted through marginal, underexpioited cultural territol)', 
:rn emphasis on culture can readily displace previous attention to the reced-
mg In these conditions, the relationship between cul-
tural differences and racial particularity gets complex and fraught. Culture, 
no less than Mn: Lacks's cells, becomes akin to a fonn of property 
attached to the histol)' and mditlons of a particular group and regulated by 

who dares to speak in its name. This can produce some odd 
conflicts over the assignment of fragments truat resist all disciplinary pow_ 
ers '. ?ne small illustration springs to mind from the worlcings of the British 
political system. Much to the disgust of the Labour party's black members 
of Parliament, Bemie Grant and Paul Boateng, who wanted to place it in 

poli.tical traditions, some of Bob MarJey's music was employed as the 
curta.tn falsef for a fringe meeting of the European Movement (UK) at the 
1996 conference. The person responsible for this grave 
affront to mherent socialism was Sir Teddy T aylor, an eccentric, 

but reggae-loving right-winger who explained to the media 
he thought the song ["Three Little Birds"] summed up the T ol)' pol_ 

ICY on Europe.. "17 

. The emphasis on culture as a fonn of property to be owned rather than 
lived characterizes the anxieties of the moment. It compounds rather truan 
resolves the problems arising from associating with embodied or so-
matic. Indeed, we must be alert to circumstances in which the 
body IS remvested with the power to arbitrate in the assignment of cultures 
to peoples. The bodies of a culture's practitioners can be called upon to 
supply the proof of where that culture fits in the inevitable hierarchy of 

The body may also provide the preeminent basis on which that cul-
ture i$ to be ethnically assigned. The body circulates uneasily through con-
temporary of how one knows the group to which one belongs 

of what to.be recognized as belonging to such a collecti.vity. 
Within particular groups proliferate along the obvious axes of 

dIVISIOn: gender, SC:XUalit>:' class, wealth, and health. They 
challenge the unarumlty of raClalized collectivities. Exactly what, in cuI-
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run1 tenns, it takes to belong. and, more importantly. what to. be 
recognized as belonging, begin to I.ook.very uncertain. 
individual bodies are, the compelling Idea of common. raeatly mdicanve 
bodily characteristics offers a welcome short-cut .into the of 
solidarity and connection, even if they are effecnvely derued by divergent 
patterns in life chances and everyday experience. . . . 

Even more perrucious symptoms of the cn sls of raciOlogy :u-e 
d us. Thrv are more pronounced in Europe now that the raaal SCI-aroun -, li' . 

ence5 are no longer muted by the memories of their active tn 
the of European Jews. The special moral and political 
that arose in the aftermath of National Socialism and the deaths of mil-
lions was a transitory phenomenon. It has receded with the living memory 
of those frightful events. The Nazi period constitutes the most profound 
mon.! and temponJ rupture in the history of the twentieth century the 
pretensions of its modern civilization. Remembering it has been tntegral 
to the politics for more than fifty years. but a and 
ethical transition represented by war-crimes trials, finanoal reparatiOns, 
and a host of national apologies is irreversibly under way. It aims to place 
this raciological catastrophe securely in an irrecoverable past, Jean 

called "the cold storage of histol)'; designed more .to be ate<!. or 
passed en route to other happier destinations rather than ddiberatd! sum-
moned up, inhabited, Of mourned in an open 4 ended manner. res-
titution promotes a sense of closure and may be welcomed as.a Sign 

justice has been bdatedly done, but it may also undercut the actIVe 
to remember and set the prophyb.ctic powers of memory to work agaJnst 
future evils. The effects of trauma may be modified if not moderated by 
the passage of time. They are also vulnerable to the provision various 
forms of compensation: substantive and vacuous, fonnal and mfonnal, 
material and symbolic. . 

This is not a straightforward conflict between a culturally sanctioned 
public obligation to ttmember and a private desire to forget the unforget-
rable. The manner, style, and mood of collective remembrance are 
lutdy critiw issues, and the memory of racial slavery in the New W orld is 

not the only history of suffering to have been beli ttled by the power of cor-
rosive or trivializing commemoration. One small example suffices here. 
The slaves in Steven Spidberg's courtroom drama Amistad arrive at their 
Cuban auctiOtl. block fresh from the horrors of the Middle Passage. They 
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are buffed: apparencly fit and gleaming with robust good health. They en-
joy the worked-out and pumped-up musculature that can only be acquired 

the happy rigors of a postmodern gym routine. Against the grain 
of '."'hite supremacy's and denial, the Middle Passage has been 
dehber.uely and recovered, but it is rendered in an impossi-
ble and deeply contentious manner that offers only the consolation of tears 
in place of more challenging and imaginative connections. It may be that 
those coveted abdominal muscles are now deemed to be an essential pre-
condition for identifYing with the superhuman figures of heroes like 
Spielberg's Joseph Cinque.11 

There has never been spontaneous consensus over how to commemo-
rate and memorialize histories of suffering. Significant discrepancies have 
been apparent, for example. between the ways that African Americans and 
Ghanaians have approached the conservation of fortified sites of 
slave-tnding activity that have recencly become places of pilgrimage and 
cultural tourism for some of the more amuent daughters and sons of the 
Atlantic diaspora. I

' In the very same moment that these sharp divisions 
have appeared insi?e what we were once urged to see as a single 
group, a torrent of Images of casual death and conflict have been transmit-

instantaneously &om all over the African continent. For some, these 
reports have ushered in nostalgia for the orderly world of colonial 

empires and threatened to make savagery something that occu.n exclusively 
beyond the fortified borders of the new Europe. Though genocide in 
Rwanda and slaughter in Congo and Burundi, civil strife in Liberia, Sierra 
Leone, and corruption and violence in Kenya, Uganda, Sudan, 

government by terror has been associated once agajn 
WIth IOfrahuman blackness reconstituted in the "half-devil, pat-
terns f2vored bY,older colonial mentaliries, lO Attempts to emphasize that 
many of the architects of mass killing in Rwanda and Bosnia were educated 
to the highest standards of the Western humanities have not achieved the 
same prominence.21 Placing some of them on trial for war crimes or for the 

activities. involved in their crimes against humanity has raised 
difficult questions about the specificityand uniqueness of earlier mass 

killing and the central "race-thinking" that has recurrently been 
featured as a means to Justify more T«ent episodes.12 

Interestingly, the impomnt work of South Africa's Truth Commis-
sion has mobilized a version of the history of that accenruates 
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its political affinities as well as its concrete historical to the 
criminal governance of the N:ni period.n With these connectIons under-
lined, Apanheid's elaborate theories of culrural and tribal difference can be 
S\viftly reduced to the bare bones of raciology that originally 
them and dispatched Broederbond commissioners back to Europe dunng 
the 19305 in pursuit of an appropriate ethnic content for the ideal white 
culture that was being actively invented,14 

An even blend of those deceptively bland terms -ethnicity" and -cul-
ture" has emerged as the main element in the discourse of differentiation 
that is struggling to supersede erode appeals to -race" by asserting the 
power of tribal affiliations. These timely notions n:'0re special-
ized language, but any sense that they bring greater preoslon mto the task 
of social division is misleading. The culturaJjst approach still runs the risk 
of naturalizing and nonnali-zing hatred and brutality by presenting them as 
inevitable consequences of illegitimate attempts to mix and amalgamate 
primordially incompatible groups that wiser, worldlier, more 
colonial government would have kept apart or left to meet only m the mar-
ketplace. The unfolding of recent postcolonial history has sent out a less 
nostalgic and more challenging message: if the status of be 
mmsfonned even in South Africa. the one place on eanh where Its salience 
for politics and govemment could not be denied, the one location where 
state-sponsored racial identities were openly and positively conducted into 
the core of a modem civic culture and social relations, then surely it could 
be changed anywhere. If it is as mutable as that, what then does racial 
identity comprise? 

The widespread appearance of forms of ultranationalist race-thinking 
that are not easily classified as either biologistic or culrural but which seem 
to bear the significant imprint of past fascism is another dimension to the 
crisis of raciology, In Britain, today's patriotic neo-f.tscists are still undone 
by the memory of the 39-45 war, tom between their contradictory appeals 
to the figures of Churchill on one side and H ider on the other. The 
French Front Nationale has included a full complement of Holocaust de-
niers and apologists for colonial brutality, but it also managed to stand 
black and Jewish a ndidates in the elections of May 1997. The most 
prominent of these, Hugette Fatna, the organization's secretary 
France's overseas territories, proudly declaimed, black and proud of It 
, . , I'IJI a free woman, and I accept my difference;lS as though democratic 
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denunciations of her then leader,lean-Marie Le Pen, as a racist, required 
her to deny it. In other places, the loquacious veterans of Apartheid's death 
squads have protested at length that, speaking personally, they are not 
themselves inclined to antiblack racism. The Italian-born Belgian broad-
caster Georges Ruggiu D.ces a trial for crimes against humanity as a result 
of being arrested and charged with complicity in the 1994 genocide of 
T utsis. His inflammatory programs on Radio Mille Collines famously 
compared the HUN assault to the French Revolution. Thus, in their geno-
cidal confrontation with the Mrican proxies of-Anglo-Saxon- geo-politi-
cal ambition, the francophone killers seemed to have imagined themselves 
as an extension of the French nation to which they were bound. GUard 
Prunier has described this as -the Fashoda syndrome. '"26 

The advocates of these unsettling varieties of racialized politics have 
been forced to become Ouent in the technical, anthropological language of 
ethnicity and culture. Their opinions are a150 likely to be leavened with 
mechanistic detenninism and neurotic hyper-patriotism. Nonethdess, 
these obvious ties to past raciologies should not be allowed to obscure the 
fact that the language produced by this crisis of race-thinking differs from 
its predecessors. When facing these new phenomena, what we used to be 
able to call an antimcist opposition must involve more than merely estab-
lishing the secret lineage that associates these contemporary groups with 
their ndically evil, authentically fascist antecedents. What Primo Levi, 
with characteristic precision, referred to as -the silent Nazi diaspon" con-
tinues to go about its strategic work, but soon, mobiliung the fragmental)' 
memories of Hiderism will not be enough to embarrass its activists, never 
mind defeat them. Nazism and other related versions of populist 
ultranationalism have found new adherents and, more worryingly, new 
bands of imitators in all sorts of unlikely locations. The glamour of that 
particular political style and its utopian charge will be explored later on. 
They, too, have increased as emotionaJ.. psychological, and historical dis-
tance from the events of the Third Reich has grown. 

All these factors contribute to a si tuation in which there are diminish-
ing moral or political inhibitions against once more invoking -race- as a 
primary means of sorting people into hierarchies and erecting unbridge-
able chasms around their discrete collective identities. Why, then, describe 
this situation as a crisis of nciology nther than its crowning glory? It is a 
crisis because the idea of-race- has lost much ofjts common-sense credi-
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bility, because the elaborate cultural and ideological work that goes int.o 
producing and reproducing it is visible before. because It 
has been stripped of its moral and mtellecrualmtegnty, and beause there 
is a chance to prevent its rehabilitation. Prompted by the impact of 
genomics, ·ncc: as it has been defined in the past, has vul-
nenble to the claims of a much more elaborate, less detenmmsnc bIology. 
It is therefore all the more disappointing that much influential recent work 
ill this area loses its nerve in the final furlong and opts to remain ambigu-
ous about whether the idea can survive a critical revision of the re-
lationship between human beings and their constantly shifting social 
nature.27 

Whether it is articulated in the more specialized tongues of biological 
science and pseudo-science or in a vemarular idiom of culture and com-
mon sense, the term "race" conjures up a peruliarly resistant variety of nat-
ural diffe:rencc. It stands outside of, and in opposition to, most attempts to 
render it secondary to the overwhelming sameness that overdetermines so-
cial relationships between people and continually betrays the tragic 
aments of their common species life. The undervalued power of thIS 
crushingly obvious, almost banal human sameness, so close and basically 
invariant that it regularly passes unremarked upon, also confirms that the 
crisis of raciological reasoning presents an important opportunity where it 
points toward the possibility of leaving -race- behind, of setting aside its 
disabling use as we move out of the time in which it could have been ex-
pected to make sense. 

There is a danger that this argument will be read as nothing more than 
a nther old-fashioned plea for disabusing ourselves of the destructive delu-
sions of racism. Injunctions of that kind have been a recurrent feature of 
some liberal, religious, socialist, and feminist pronouncemenrs on 
maners since the term was first coined. While I value that polincal 
pedigree. 1 want to try to be clear about exactly where this line of 
departs from its noble precursors in those traditions that have contn.buted 
so extensively to the ideas and the practice of antiracism. All the earlier ar-
guments conform to the same basic architecture. They posit the partirular, 
singular, and specific against the general, univen:al, and transcendent that 
they value more highly. In contrast, the approach I favor attempts to break 
up these unhappy couples. It has less to say about the fon:e of 
clai01s to singularity and particularity tlut have fueled ethOlc absolutism. 
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Instead, it directs anention toward the other side of these simultaneous 
equations. We s.hould. it suggests, become concerned once again with the 
notion of the human into which reluctant specificity has been repeatedly 
invited to dissolve itself. My position recognizes that these invitations 
would be more p lausible and attractive if we could only confront rather 
than evade the comprehensive manner in which previous incarnations of 
cxclusiomuy humanity were tailored to racializing codes and qualified by 
the operation of colonial and imperial power. In other words, the alterna-
tive: version of humanism that is cautiously being proposed here simply 
cannot be reached via any retrc:at into the lofty habits and unamended as-
sumptions ofJiberal thinking, particularly about juridical rights and sover-
eign entitlements. This is because these very resources have been tainted by 
a history in which they were not able to withstand the biopoliricaI power of 
the race-thinking thlU compromised their boldest and best ambitions. 
Their resulting failures, silences,lapses, and evasions must become central.. 
They can be reinterpreted as symptoms of a struggle over the boundaries of 
humanity and then contribute to a counterhistory that leads up to the 
rough-hewn doorway through which any alternative conception of the hu-
man must pass. This can only be atta.ined after a wholesale reckoning with 
the idea and with the history of raciology's destructive claims upon 
the very best of modernity's hopes and resources. A restoration of political 
culture is the evasive goal of these operations. 

Another curious and perplexing effect of the crisis of raciology is a si t-
uation in which some widely divergent political interests have been able to 
collaborate in retaining the concept and reinvesting it with explanatory 
power. Strange alliances and opportunistic connections have been con-
structed in the name of ethnic purity and the related demand that un-
bridgeable cultural differences be identified and respected. This desire to 
cling on to and go on stubbornly and unimaginatively seeing the 
world on the distinctive scales that it has specified makes for odd political 
associations as well as for less formal connections between raciological 
thinkers of various hues. In doing battle against all of them and their com-

desire to retain and reinflate the concept so that it becomes, once 
agam, a central political and historical reference point. we must be very 
clear about the dimensions of this moment and the significant discrepan-
cies that have arisen between different local settings. We should recognize 
that has been given a variety of accents. Problems of compatibility 
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and rranslation have been multiplied by the globalization of culture in 
which local codes may have to tight against the encroachments of corpo-
rate multiculturalism if they are to retain their rustoric authority and ex-
planatory power. For example, America's distinctive patterns of color 
consciousness may not be anything other than a fetter on the development 
of the planetary market in health. fitness. leisure, and sports products 
mentioned above. Certain common features. like the odd prestige at-
tached. to the metaphysical value of whiteness, do recur and continue to 
travel well, but they tOO will be vulnerable to the long-tenn effects of this 
crisis. Some distinctive local patterns undoubtedly persist. but their anach-
ronistic longevity compounds the problem. Where communication be-
comes instantaneous, the crisis of Dcial meaning is further enhanced by 
the way attachments to the idea develop untvfiliy and remain pri-
marily associated with the context of overdevelopment. 

We CUlnot remind oursc.lves tOO often that the concept of-race
B 

as it is 
used in common·sense, everyday language to signify connectedness and 
common characteristics in relation to type and descent is a relatively recent 
and absolutely modem invention. Though it would be foolish to suggest 
that evil. brutality, and teTTOr commence with the arrival of scientific DC-
ism toward the end of the eighteenth century. it would also be wrong to 
overlook the significance of that moment as a break point in the develop--
ment of modem thinking about humanity and its nature. Even 
prescientific versions of the logic of-race- multiplied the opponunities for 
their adherents to do evil freely and justify it to themselves and to others. 
That problem was compounded once confused and unsystematic 
race-thinking aspired to become something more coherent, rational, and 
authoritative. This threshold is important because it identifies the junction 
point with both rationality and nationality. It is the beginning of 
a period in which deference toward science. scientists. and scientific dis-
courses around began to create new possibilities and orchestrate new 
varieties of knowledge and power centered on the body, what Foucault 
identifies as anatomy.-

The story of how this change was influenced by imperatives of colonial 
trade and government and shaped by growing imperial consciousness. how 
it was endorsed and then challenged by the developing science of anthro-
pology, discredited by the catastrophic consequences of racial science, si-
lenced hy the aftereffects of Nazi. genocide only to gain another 
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commanding voice in the wake of Warson and Crick, is a familiar one. But 
(he most recent phases in this process-which we have already seen is not 
simply and straightforwardly reducible to the resurgence of biological ex-
planations-have not been understood adequate.ly. 

BEYOND THE NEW RACISM 

Some years ago. a loose group of scholars in which the English philoso-
pher Manin Barker was especially influential began, in recognition of 
changed pattems in the way the discourse of racial difference was em-
ployed in poli tics, to speak about the emergence of what they called a New 
Racism. This ncism was defined by its strong cu1turalist and nationalist 
inclinations. Whereas in the past raciology had been arrogant in its impe-
rial certainty that biology was both destiny and hienrchy, this persuasive 
new variant was openly uncomfortable with the idea that "nce" could be 

based. Consciousness of "race" was seen instead as closely 
linked to the idea of nationality. Authentic. historic nations had discrete 
cultural fillings. Their precious homogeneity endowed them with great 
strength and prestige. When: large: "indigestible" chunks of alien settle-
ment had taken place, all manner of dangers were apparent. Conflict was 
visible, above all, along cultural lines. Of course. these regrettably trans-
planted aliens were not identified as inferior, less wonhy, or less admirable 
than their "hosts.· They may not have been infrahuman, but they were 
ccnainly out of place. The social, economiq and political problems that 
had followed their mistaken imponation could only be solved by restoring 
the symmetry and stability that flowed from putting them back where they 
belonged. Nature, history, and geopolitics dictated that people should 
cleave to their own hnd and be most comfortable in the environments that 
matched their distinctive cultural and therefore national modes of being in 
the world. Mythic versions of cultural ecology were invented to rationalize 
the lives of these discrete national and racial identities. The Gennans be-
came a people in ·their forests, whereas the British were a nation whose 
seaf.u-ing activity shaped their essential inner chancter. In all cases, £rag-

of truth nourished the fantasies of blood and belong-
109, which 10 turn demanded an elabonte geopolitical cutography of 
narionality.19 
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The culturalist arguments of the New enjoy a lingering resid-

ual appeal. Similar patterns appeared in a of different 
They werc evident in Britain, where cultural diffcrence rather than 
10 . ca! hierarchy emerged as the core substance of the nation s 

ncial problems. They were. audible. in the 
where five great racioculrural agglomeratIons (Astans, blacks, H.spa.OICS, 
whitts, and Native Americans) appeared and took on many of the fateful 
characteristics associated with eighteenth-century racial groups; and they 
were evident also in parts of Europe where conflicts between migrant 
workers and their resentful hosts were re-aniculated as the grander cul-
tural and religious opposition between Christian universalism and resur-
gent Islamic fundamentalism. . . 

The historic role of these culturalist notions in the consolidation and 
development of Apartheid in South Africa ought to be .. The wi.der 
shifts from biology to culture. from species to etMOS, from ngtd, 
able hierarchy toward the different perils represented by a cultural a1tenty 
that was as fascinating as it was contaminating were all to some extent 
pre-figured in the constitution of the Apartheid system. or n.ot 
these fonns of power and authority were broadly representatIve of colorual 
governance in general cannot be settled here. JO The pernicious. fiction of 
separate but equ.aI identities based in discrete homelands an 
marker of a change in which the idea of contending national and ethruc 
traditions was employed to legitimate and nrionalize the move from natu-
ral [0 cultural hierarchies. This shift was not, of course, an absolute 
change. Nature and culture may have functioned as neady exclusive poles 
in the models of early modem thought, but as the organic overtones of the 
word "culture" rCVC2l, the boundaries between them have always been 
rous. The New endor.;ed the annexation of the idea of natural dif-
fe rence by the clajms of mutually exclusive, national cultures. that now 
stood opposed to one another. In the political geometry of nation-states, 
culrure was offset not by nature but by other cultures. What seems new 
about the New Racism, twenty years after this insight was first employed, 
is not so much the tell-tale emphasis on culture that was its intellectual 
hallmark but the way its ideologues refined the old opposites-nature and 
culture, biology and history-into a new synthesis: a that, 
as Barker had pointed out, drew its detenninisric energy from the mtellec-
rual lesources supplied by sociobiology?! 
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When this point is made. it is always necessary to emphasize that there 
arc many subdc shadings between the biological and the cultural and that 
the cuhunlist versions of racial discourse-though superficially more be-
nign than the cruder force of biological "race" theory---ue no less vicious 
or brutal for those on the receiving end of the crudries and telTOrs they 
promote. With these important qualifications in mind, it is better to say 
that the sruring point of this book is that the en. of that New Rlacism is 
emphatically over. This should not be interpreted as a suggestion that we 
are therefore travding back towud some older, more familiar version of 
biological determinism. To be sure, a genomic reworking ofbiology has 
recmerged to supply the dominant pessimistic motifs in n1k about Mrace," 
bur the mere presence of what is better undecstood as a post-biological 
perspective does not confirm my diagnosis. There are new versions 
of determinism abroad. They place and use the human body in 1. number 
of contrasting ways. The impatient manner in which other, less mechanis-
tic, varieties of social and historical explanation are silenced by genomics 
betrays of bio-logic into something unanticipated: a 
nonwhohstlc which organisms are to be engineered, 
tooled, and spliced and human life rakes on qualities associated with the 
dead, menacing, but compliant world of machines. 

This change of perspective demons1nltes that todais raciology is no 
longer confined to the cognitive and perceprual habits of political anat-
omy. It has been drawn by technological and conccprual changes toward 

scales. Thus what appears to be the rtbinh ofbiologism is not 
In fact the resurgence of older colonial and imperial codes that accenruated 
hierarchy than simple difference but pan of a bigger contemporary 
transfonnallon In the ways that people conceptualize the relationship be-
tween narure, culture, and society, between their freedom and their human 
agency. The status is inevitably transformed by this. Yes, we are 
once again a period in which social and culrural differences are being 
coded accordlOg to the rules of a biological discourse, but it cannot be em-
phasized enough that this latest raciological regime differs from its prede-
cessors. We must not approach it as though it represents a retreat behind 
the culturalist ambitions of the old, that is, the New, Racism. It is a dis-
tinctive phenomenon that needs to be apprehended and countered as such. 

can no longer be ossified, and, as may have been anticipated, it is 
the gene-centeredness of this discourse that defines its deterministic ap-
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proach to human action in general and the formation of racial groups in 
particular .ll 

The history of scientific writing about "races" has involved a long and 
meandering sequence of discounes on physical morphology. Bones, skulls, 
hair, lips, noses, eyes, feet, genitals, and other somatic markers of 
have a special place in the discursive regimes tlut produced the truth of 
"race" and repeatedly discovered it lodged in and on the body. The histo-
rian of science Londa Schiebinger has demonstrated how the study of 
bodily components and zones tint helped to focus the racializing gaze. to 
invest it with real scientific authority and to bring "race" into being in 
strongly gcndered forms while simultaneously producing an undentand-
ing of gender and sex that sattlrated the interconnected discourses of 
"race," nation, and species.ll The textbooks of classical, eighteenth-cen-
tury raciology were srudded with images. Their argumentation proceeded 
swiftly from illustration to illustration. The enduring power of the 
best-known visual material-depictions of Caucasian and Nordic heads or 
of the various skulls to be measured, drawn, and c1assified--was more than 
an iconic counterpoint to,the inscription of re5pectable racial science. It 
nises the interesting possibility that cognition of "race" was never an ex-
clusively linguistic process and involved from its inception a distinctive vi-
sual and optical imaginary. The sheer plenitude of ncialiud images and 
icons communicates something profound about the forms of difference 
these discourses summoned into being. Racial differences were discove.red 
and confirmed in fragmentary selections of physical chancteristics. Be-
cause the combination of phenotypes chosen to identify a "nee" so actively 
generated the chosen racial categories, antiraciological thinking was soon 
alerted to the way that particular criteria varied within the selected groups 
as well as between them. My concern here is not with the well-known his-
tory of those necessarily doomed attempts to produce coherent racial cate-
gories by picking representative combinations of certain phenotypes: lips, 
jaws, hair texture, eye-color, and so on, It is tU more interesting that this 
race-producing activity required a synthesis oflogos with icon, of formal 
scientific rationality with something elsc-something visual and aesthetic 
in both senses of that slippery word, Together they resuhed in a specific 
relationship to, and mode of observing, the body.14 They fixed upon a cer-
tain variety of perception that favored particular representational scales 
and;:ould only fonow on from the isolation, quantification, and homoge-
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nization of vision. Foucault is the most famous explorer of the 
epistemological consequences that accompanied the instirutionalization of 
this anthropologial gaze and its of sight,ltJS 

Whether the distinguishing marks. organs, and features were discov-
ered on the external sW"f.lce of the body or were thought to dwell some-
where inside it where the hidden properties of racially differentiated 
blood. bone, and sinew were imagined to regulate social and cultural man-
ifestations, the modem idea of race favored a specific representational scale 
and operated within the strictest of percepruallimits. We can call that dis-
tinctive ratio the scale of comparative anatomy. The idea leaked 
quite rapidly from the lofty confines where that scale was first codified and 
calibI'2ted, bUl it always worked best in conjunction with those ways of 
looking, enumerating, dissecting, and evaluating. Abstract and metaphysi-
cal, and consolidated its accidentaJ typologies. In moving 
wwaro the emplOcaI and the concrete. it {re-)produced a set of methods, 
regulated a certain aesthetics,l6 and quietly delimited the field in which 
color-coded ethics would operate. The most compelling truths of political 

"perfonnatively" from the hat that raciologiatl 
science prOVIded, like so many startled rabbits in front of an eager, noisy 
crowd: idea of enjoyed its greatest power to link metaphysics 
and sclennfic technology under those conditions. Reinfon:ed by bdief in 
separate and opposing national culrures, it would later inspire the colonial 

that succeeded the earliest versions of scientific raciology. 
Our sltuanon IS demonstrably different. The call of racial being has been 

by another technological and communicative revolution, by the 
Idea that the body is nothing more than an incidenw moment in the 

of code and information, by its openness to the new imaging 
technolog.es, and by the loss of mortality as a horizon against which life is 
to be lived. 

can now signify viw prestige rather than abjecrion in a 
global mfo-tamment telesector where the living residues of slave societies 
and the parochial traces of American nciai conflict must yield to different 
imperatives deriving from the planetarization of profit and the cultivation 
of new markets far from the memory of bondage. In 1815 Cuvier, who 

evenrually dissect her, commissioned melancholy portraits of 
SaartJle Baartman depicted from several angles in a peculiarly empty land-
scape by Uon de Wailly. AlmOSt two centuries later, a different encounter 
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with the limits ofbbck humanity has been provided by the dubious plea-
sures of the animated movie Spau Jam. Baanman's eanh-bound infra-
humanity has been replaced by the larger-than-life presence of a godly 
Michad Jordan, who collaborates in a bright extraterrestrial pas de deux 
with Bugs Bunny-the reductio ad absurdum of Mrican trickster we tell-
ing. When Jordan takes wing to perwade US that a black man can fly, can 
we agree that the eighteenth-century perceprual regimes that first gave us 
"race- have been superseded along with many of their epistemological and 
metaphysical pretensions? Now that the microscopic has yielded so com-
prehensively to the molecular, I want to ask whether these 
rescntational and observational conventions have been left behind. ThlS 
would mean that much of the contemporary discourse animating -races" 
and producing racialized consciousness is an anachronistic, even a vesti-
gial, phenomenon. Screens rather than lenses now mediate the punuit of 
bodily truths. This is a potent sign that should be approached as an 
afterimage--a. lingering effect of looking tOO casually into the damaging 
glare emanating from colonial conflicts at home and abroad. 

Disregarding for a moment the obvious dangers represented by con-
temporary eugenic ambitions, which neither employ the word "eugenic" 
nor coincide with divisions derived from the old racial categories, 1 want to 
argue that the perceptual and observational habits that have been associ-
ated with the consolidation of today's nano-science might also facilitate the 
development of an emphatically postracial humanism. Genomics may send 
out the signal to rcify as code and information, but there is a sense in 
which it also points unintentionally toward "race's" overcoming. This can-
not be a single, bold act of creativity, a triumphant, once-and-for-all nega-
tion. It must be more like a gradual withering away arising from growing 
irrelevancy. At the smaller than microscopic scales that open up the body 
forsautiny today, -race" becomes less meaningful, compelling, or salient to 
the basic tasks of healing and protecting ourselves. We have a chance, then, 
to recognize the anachronistic condition of me idea of-race" as a basis upon 
which human beings are distinguished and ranked. We can draw an extr.l 
measure of courage from the fact that proponents of the idea of-races" are 
further than ever from being able to answer the basic question that has con-
founded them since the dawn of raciology: is a useful way of classi-
!)ting people, then how many are there? It is rare nowadays to 
enCO\.lnter talk of a -Mongoloid race." 
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We have already had to appreciare that it may coincide with the politi-
cal desires of some people inside the imagined community of a I'llcialized 
group to proceed on the basis of given or automatic unanimity and to ap-
proach their own "race" as a single, undifferentiated magnitude bound to-
gether not by the superficialities of history or language, religion or 
conquest, but by some underlying, essential similarity coded in their bod-
ies. Here, of course. science and the everyday world of racial, I would pre-
fer to say nuioliziTlg, talk, part company and mysticism and occuhism take 
over. The political language used to describe and justify these models of 
belonging has also been partially updated. Notions of the essential unity of 
particular have similarly moved on with the times, sometimes ac-
quiring a New Age gloss and a matching therapeutic language. We will sce 
that these Messcntialist" and ·primordialist" oudooks have become all the 
more vicious by virtue of the wounds they have acquired as the idea of a 
fundamental, shared identity has been challenged by the appearance of 
sharp intraracial conflicts. 

In the overdeveloped world. de-industrialization and brutal economic 
differentiation have complicated this situation still funher. Everywhere, 
suuggles arising from family, gender, and sexuality have also been clcu:ly 
visible within the same groups that used to be identified as unitary racial 
communities. The impact of these factors of division has been intensified 
by shifts that have occurred in the relationship between "race" and the 
principle of nationality. The latter has lost some of its appeal and much of 
its complexity because it has been assimilated too swiftly either to the idea 
of closed, exclusive racialized cultures or to the biological detenninisms 
that reduce behavior, socialiqo, and common interests to infonnation in-
scribed in cells or arrangements of molecules. 

As far as black political cultures arc concerned, in the period after 
emancipation. essentialist approaches to building solidarity and synchro-
nized communal mobilization have often relied upon the effects of racial 
hierarchy to supply the binding agent that could in turn precipitate na-
tional consciousness. Routine experiences of oppression, repression, and 
abuse-howcver widespread--could not be transferred into the political 
arena from which blacks were barred. Instead they became the basis for 
dissident cultures and an alternative public world. T ogethemess produced 
under these conditions was inherendy unrdiable. Its instability added to 
the attractiveness of the authoritarian solutions that shortcuts to 
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solidarity, especially where everyday consciousness of racial difference fell 
hort of the models of nationhood that had been borrowed wholesale from 

:he Europe-centercd history of the dominant group. Where the political 
chemistry o f nation, race, and culture came together to produce these 
alarming results. the rebirth of fascist thinking and the reappearan«> of 
stern, unifonned political movements was not far away, as we shall sce. 
These developments have not always been marked by the convenient 
blems shamelessly borne by fascisms in the past. 

ECOLOGY, ETII I CS, AND RA C I AL OBSERVANCE 

The word "ecology" was coined in 1866 by Ernst Haeckl, the Gennan 
disciple of Darwin and Lamarck who would become known for his zool-
ogy and his ultran2tionalist critique of the dysgenic effects of 
civilization.l1 The elaboration of the tenn in the development of raoal 
science before and during Nazi rule should be acknowledged before it can 
be engaged here. It can be connected in profound ways to the notions of 
Lebensraum (living-space) that figured in but were not created by the rac-
ist population policies and agricultural and scienci6.c planning of the Nazi 
period.3S What can only be called "ecological sensibilities" have 
rate role in the geo-orgmic, biopolitical. and govemmenn.! theones of the 
Gennan geographers Friedrich Ranel and Karl Haushofer and the 
early-twentieth-century Swedish geopolitician Rudolf :nese 
writers supplied important conceptual resources to Nw raaal 
helping it to conceptualize the state as an organism and to specify 
necessary connections between the nation and its dwelling area. We in-

vest differendy in this approach as a result of having to face its historic as-
sociations with that raciology, as well as Hiderum and sundry other 
attempts to deduce the ideal fonn of government from organic 
gies.oIO Today, building self-consciously on attempts by the botaOlst Sir 
Alfred George Tansley to theorize the ecosystem via patterned interac-
tion between organisms and habitats in the widest possible sense, an even 
more complex sense of interactivity governing relations between 
beings and their environments has been prompted by the mote acute ent-
ia of genetic detennirusm. A refined ecological perspective 
thosa critiques with a complex. chaotic, and resolutely nonrcducnve 
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organicism. This confounds mechanistic notions of cause and effect and 
objects loudly to the reduction of individual human particu1ariry to the 
"maps· of its DNA sequenttS. Richard Lcwontin spoke from the critical 
perspective he describes as a "reverse Lamarckian position " when he em-
phasized that 

it takes more than DNA to make a living organism ... the organism 
does not compute itself from its DNA. A Living organism at any 
moment in its life is the unique consequence of a dtvt:lopmental 
hisTOry that results from interaction of and detennination by inter-
nal and external forces. The external forces, what we usuaUy think 
of as "environment," are themselves panly a consequence: of the ac-
tivities of the orgIDism itsdI as it produces and consumes the con-
ditiolU of its own existence. Organisms do not find the world in 
which they develop. They make it. Reciprocally, the imernal forces 
ue not autonomous, bur act in response to the external. Pan of the 
internal chemical machinery of a cell is only manufactured when 
external conditions demand it ... Nor is identical with 

"41 

A similar sensitivity to the complexity of these: interactive processes can be 
useful when we move from fOCUSing on the immediate environments in 
which individual organisms exist and turn instead to the ecological condi-
tions in which relations betwc:c:n agents/actors arc: staged. This attention 
to intersubjc:ctivity can be supplemented by yet another idea. It is drawn 
from F rann Fanon's phenomenological study of"epidc:nnalizc:d- embodi-
ment and directly inspired by his bitter Hegelian discovery that the curse: 
of racial domination is the condition, not of being black, but ofbcing black 
in relarion to the white. 41 The ontological complexities of the black pre-
dicament that Fanon uncovered in the workings of colonial power are no 
longer, if they ever were, exclusively confined to those contested locations. 
lndc:c:d, the political and cultural changes I have described as pan of the 
crisis of "race· have carried into the core of contemporary concerns the 
same anxieties about the basis upon which races exist. I am suggesting that 
the only appropriate response to this uncertainty is to demand liberation 
not from white supremacy alone, however urgently that is required, but 
from all racializing and raciological thought, from racialized seeing, 
racialized thinking, and racialized thinking about Ihinking. There is one 
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other overriding issue associated with these utopian aspirations. However 
rc:lucrant we may feel to the step of renouncing "race" as pan of an at-
tempt to bring political culture: back to life, this count must be considered 
because it seems to rc:prc:sc:n t the only tth;eol response to the conspicuous 
wrongs that raciologies continue to solicit and sanction. 

Making this ethical point has an additional significance. Students of 
have not always been sufficiently alive to the ethical dimensions of 

our own practice, particularly when analyzing the recurrent association be-
tween raciology and evil. This overdue refonn of our own thinking has be-
come imperative as the memory of the Nazi genocide has ceased to fonn 
[he constel.b.tion under which we work. The deliberate wholesale renunci-
atiOn of "race" proposed. here even views the appearance of an alternative, 
metaphysical humanism premiSC'd on face-to-face relations between dif-
ferent actors-beings of equal worth--as preferable to the problems of in-
humanity that nciology creates. If this metaphysics ultimately acquires a 
religious cast, as in the very different cases presented by the more philo-
sophical writings of Martin Luther King, Jr., on one hand and the work of 
the philosopher Emmanuel Levinas on the other, it can be rescued from 
the worst excesses of idealism if only it is recognized as incorporating a 
provocative attempt to reactivate political sensibilities so that they flow 
outside the patterns set for them in a world of fortified nation-states and 
antagonistic ethnic groups. The spaces in which "races· come to life are a 
field from which political interaction has been banished. It is usually re-
placed by enthusiasm for the cheapest pseudo· solidarities: fonns of con-
nection that are imagined to arise effortlessly from shared phenotypes, 
culrures, and bio-narionalities. This is a period in which the easy invoca-
tion of "race" supplies regular confinnation of the re treat of political activ-
ity, defined here not as statecraft but as the exercise of power in a reasoned 
public culture capable of simultaneously promoting both self and social 
development. If we choose the testing route I favor, toward the evasive 
goal. of multicultural democracy, the rehabilitation of politics requires bold 
and expansive gestures. The demand for liberation from -race" becomes 
still more eloquent in the special context provided by this ethical and polit-
ical project. It becomes an essential prerequisite if wc: are to give effective 
answers to the pathological problems represented by genomic racism, the 
glamour of sameness, and the eugenic projects currendy nurtured by their 
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Once the dimensions of the crisis of raciology have been fully appreciated, 
we can rum to the other principal aim of this opening chapter: to question 
and explore some of the tensions arising from a critical consideration of 
how "race" is beheld. This is intended to contribute to an account of how 
the signs and symbols of racial difference have become apparent. As you 
may anticipate, the "postracial" stance I have been trying to develop does 
not admit the integrity of any avowedly natural percep tual schemes. It 
does not concede the possibility that "n.ce" could be seen spontaneously, 
unmediated by technical and social processes. There will be individual 
variation, but that is not "race: There is no n.w, untrained perception 
dwelling in the body. The human sensorium has had to be educated to the 
appreciation of racial differences. When it comes to the visualization of 
discrete n.cial groups, a great deal of fine-tuning has been required. 

This stage of the argument is underpinned by a desire to link the his-
torical and critical study of raciologies and "racial" metaphysics to the new 
histories of visuality and perception that are being produced. It seeks to 
connect them with some timely critiques of absolute or integral ethnic 
identity and the genealogies of subjectivity with which it has been associ-
ated. Above all, I want to link the critical study of "race" with an equally 
critical understanding of the tec.hnoscientific means that have fostered and 
mediated particular relations with our racialized. selves in the modem past. 
The founding absurdity of "race" as a principle of power, differentiation, 
and classification must now remain persistendy, obstinately in view. That 
initial move is, as I don't need to remind you, patendy out of fashion. 
"Race'" -entrenching pragm:atism has been allied with the simplistic ver-
sions of racial phenomenology mistaXr:n1y attributed to Fanon by critics 
who seek a leak-proof ontology in his work. These developments have 
been complemented by the appeal of articulate but brittle ttaveling 
nationalisms firmly rooted in African-American circumstances, as well as 
by cynicism and opportunism. These interlinked tendencies agree that the 
cold, corporeal fact of "n.ce- cannot and should not be theorized. out of 
sight in the very ways that I propose. 

You are still feeling doubtful Perhaps it will help to appreciate that as-
pects of "race'" as it has been understood in the past are already being con-
jured away by new technologies of self and of species being, and that the 
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use of those technologies, particularly in the medical field, has already pre-
cipitated significant political consequences. The old, modem representa-
tional economies that reproduced subdermally and epidermally are 
today being transformed on one side by the scientific and technological 
changes that have followed the revolution in molecular biology, and on the 
other by a similarly profound transformation in the ways that bodies are 
imaged. Both have extensive ontological implications. Bodies are now 
routinely opened up to new forms of scrutiny by multidimensional medical 
imaging that uses ultrasOund and electromagnetic radiation as well as 
light, natural and artificial. H ave you, has your body, your child's body, 
ever been scanned? Do you recognize its changing optic density? If so, per-
haps you could consider that development another compelling sign that 
we have begun to let the old visual signatures of"racc· go. Having waved 
them hrewelI, we may do a better job of countering the injustices that they 
brought into being if we make a more consistent effort to de-nature and 
de-ontologize "race," thereby disaggregating raciologies. 

This is not an easy option. It necessitates the reconstitution of 
antiracist hopes. In future, they will have to operate easily across the 
boundaries erected between text and discourse, spectacle and performance. 
They will have to move outside the angles of vision, the truth-seeking 
sttategies, the moral and political choices that still offer too many hostages 
to the normative claims of raciology. This line of attack on racial obser-
vance demands frank reflection on the interest in reifying "race· that has 
repeatedly arisen in academic analysis-sometbing that was not possible 
when the link between antiracist politics and interventionist scholarship 
was stronger and closer than it is today. Pursuing this path leads back to 
the hard work involved in identifying and exploring the political technolo-
gies that govern our relation to our selves, our humanity, and our 
As suggested, these tasks takt: us beyond the discourses and the 
of into a confrontation with theories and histories of spectatorship 
and observation, visual apparatuses and optics. They ask us to rethink the 
development of a racial imaginary in ways that are more distant from the 
reasoned authority of logos and closely attuned to the different power of 
visual and visualizing technologies. The politics of "race'" has relied upon 
and coordinated both. 

I have already alluded to the profound transformations in the ways the 
body is understood, experienced, and observed that followed the emer-
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gence of molecular biology. The use of computers as modeling and imag-
ing technologies prosthetinlly extending sight onto nano-sca1es can be 
linked to the impact of digital. processing and other allied approaches to 
the body that allow it to be seen and understood in new ways, principally 
as code and information. We must be especially attentive to the ways in 
which the body is being image<! in approaches to health and disease, which 
have a paramount impomnce in the workings of contemporary culrure. 
These new wa)'l of seeing, underslanding, and relating to oursdvtS point 
once again to the possibility that the time of "race· may be coming to a 
close even while racisms appear to proliferate. 

Michel Foucault's early work explored significant historical prece-
dents for the contemporary emergence of new fields of visibility that op-
erate on nano-scales. However, he is both an inspiring and 2 frustrating 
guide to recent changes in seeing, observing, and knowing the racializ.ed 
body. For aU his great historical insight into the problem of the individual 
observer 2S a locus of knowledge, the formation of epistemologies with 
novel investments in observ,uion, 2nd the shift "signaled by the passage 
from geometrical optics of the seventeenth and eighteenth cenruries to 
the physiological optics, which dominates both scientific and philosophi-
cal discussion of vision in the nineteenth he seems to have 
been insufficiently attuned to the significance of protracted struggles over 
the raciological disunity of mankind that attended the emergence of 
biopolitics. The human and the infrahuman emerged together, and "neeB 

was the line between them. 
Regrettably, Foucault was not really interested in the meaning of racial 

differences or in the tests that they provided for cightcenth-cenrury "nom-
ination of the visible- and other related attempt5 to "bring bnguage 2S 

close 2S possible to the observing gaze. "44 Although his anlllysis, which 
witnesses the birth of biopower, seems ripe for 2 decisive confrontation 
with the idea of "race: this never happens. To put it simply, he identified 
the figure of man 2S both the pivot and the product of the new relationship 
between words and things but then moved too swiftly toward 2 sense of 
modem humanity 2S unified by its immiserating passage from sanguinity 
to sexuality. He failed, for example. to consider how the idea that Alintirus 
luridus. Amtriranus rulmrus. and Alu nigu were less than human might 
have affected this transformation and its epistemic correlates. Perhaps he 
was not haunted, as I beJieve we should still be, by the famous image of an 
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oranguran carrying off a Negro girl that provides the frontispie<:e for 
Linnaeus' Gmuint and Uni'fJtr'U11 Sylttm of Natural HistMY. The central, 
inescapable problem in that funous picture is the suggested kinship be-
[Ween these sub- and intnhuman species rather than the fact that their 
conffictual interrelation is gendered and figured through the trope of rape. 
The picture's historic setting and the interpretative puzzle it presents point 
to the unresolved issue of how interrelates with sex, gender, and sex-
ualilJ"'SOmething that is funher than ever from being settled and that 
defines a new and urgent need for future work. The picture's relation to 
that foundational text of raciology raises other uncomfort2ble m2tters: the 
characteristics of the new, post-Vesalian semiotics of the body, and the re-
lationship between text and image in the performative constirution of 
Mraces· that was not one in which words were simply or consistently able to 
dominate the images-icons-thu went far beyond any merely illustrative 
function. 

The extensive debate as to whether Negroes should be accorded mem-
bership in the fam ily of mankind (2 group whose particularity was inaugu-
rated, proved, produced, and celebrated by the transformed relationship 
between words and things that crystallized 2t the end of the eighteenth 
cenrury) might have been more central to the formation and reproduction 
of modem scientific thinking than Foucault appreciated. I raise this, nei-
ther to pillol}' him nor to reopen discussion of how that process has been 
reconstructed by historians of science, but rather because his study of that 
fateful chuige in the workings of science and the production of truth is an 
import2nt resource in our own situation, where comparable changes in the 
te<:hnologies of the body can be observed. . . 

Nobody fills old skulls with lea.d shot these days. It bears repetltlOn 
that the truths of racial difference arc being sought by other means and 
produced by technologies that operate on other, less immediate scales. 
The semiosis of anthropology has been transformed several times since the 
high point of skull-filling activity. Here, we must acknowledge the impact 
of vernacular observational codes that have a tangential or ambinlent rela-
tionship to racial science proper. There are drop of blood· rules with 
their unsentimental disjunctions between insides and outsides, -pencil 
tests" and other shadowy technologies of alterity that purport to discover 
symptoms of degeneration in the special tones of pink and red to be found 
at the offingernails. However, with Kuhn's history and philosophy of 
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science in our book bags, we comprehend the contingencies of truth-seek-
ing, the pressures of institutional location, the active power oflanguage to 
shape inquiry, and the provisional status of all scientific enterprises. 

Let me propose that the dismal orders of power and differentiation 
-defined by their persistent intention to make the mute body disclose and 
conform to the truths of its racial identity--can be roughly periodized. 
The critical notion of -epidermalization- bequeathed to our time by 
Frant'Z Fanon is valuable here. It was born from a philosopher-psycholo-
gist's phenomenological ambitions and their distinctive way of seeing as 
well as of understanding the importance of sight. It refers to a historically 
specific system for making bodies meaningful by endowing them with 
qualities of "col or: It suggests a regime in which the racialized 
body is bounded and protected by its enclosing skin. The observer's gaze 
does not penetrate that membrane but rests upon it and, in doing so, re-
ceives the truths of racial difference from the other body. Whatever phre-
nology and physiognomy may have meant to Hegel, an enthusiastic reader 
ofLavater, the skull beneath the skin is now an irrelevancy. This is not the 
scale of comparative anatomy that arose in moving from natural history to 
the science of biology. The skin has no independent life. It is not a piece or 
component of the body but its fateful wrapping. Dcrmo-politics succeeded 
biopolitics. Both preceded nano-politics.4s 

Fanon's term "epidermalization- dese:rves a wider application than its 
firmly colonial origins would suggest. Emmanuel Chukwudi E-ze and 
Christian M . Neugebauer have reminded us recently that Immanuel 
Kant's PhysiJche said more than his contemporary celebrants 
likr: to admit about the distinctive attributes of tough Negro skin and the 
practical problems it presented to slave husbandry when pain had to be 
in£l.icted on stock with a split bamboo Like Hegd's well-known 
opinions on the aesthetic deficiencies and intellectual limitations of the 
Negro, these: sentiments can be thought of as exemplifying epidennal 
thinking in its emergent forms. In an era in which colonial power had 
made epidermaliring into a dominant principle of political power, Fanon 
used the idea to index the estrangement from authcntic human being in 
the body and being in the world that colonial social relations had wrought. 
For him epidermalized power violated the human body in its symmetrical, 
intersubjective, social humanity, in its species being: in its fragile rdation-
ship to other fragile bodies and in its connection [ 0 the redemptive poten-
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tial dorman[ in the wholesome or perhaps suffering corporeality. What he 
glimpsed as a "real dialectic between (the) body and the world- might be 
re-articulated, in a less triumphal mode, as our being toward death.47 

Fanon's notion supplies an interesting footnote to the whole history of 
racial sciences and the exclusWc notions of mlor-coded humanity that they 
specified. How many slcin colors are there? How exactly, scientifically, is 
skin shade supposed to correspond to the varietyof"raccs'"? You may recall 
that Buffon had munted thirty races of dogs. Linnaeus, Kant's ideal 
reader, thought that Honw SllpimJ included four varieties. whereas the 
other species that constituted the genus H omo had iu own numerous sub-
species, including Homo troglodytn . Kant identified four races of man: the 
white, the black, the Hun, and the Hindustani. All these: raciologists dealt 
differently with the question of whether the variations they noted within 
races were as significant as the differences that migh[ exist between them. 

In the period since, these: distinctively modem raciologies with their 
strong scientific Ravors have joined hands with common-sense pen::eption 
and made the external sumce of the body the focus of their inquiring gaze. 
When the body becomes absolutely penetrable, and is refigured as the 
transient, epiphenomenon of coded invisible information, that aesthetic, 
lhat gaze, and that regime of power are irrecoverably over. The idea of 
epidermalization points toward one intennediate stage in a critical theory 
of body scales in the making of "race." Today skin is no longer privileged 
as thc threshold of either identity or particularity. There are good reasons 
to suppose that the line between inside and out now falls elsewhere. The 
boundaries of-racc· have moved across the threshold of the skin. They are 
ceUular and molecular, not dermallf"racc:- is to endure, it will be in a new 
fonn, estranged from the scales respectively associated with politicaJ anat-
omy and epidermalization. 

W e have been made more skcptical than ever about the status of easily 
visible differences and are now obliged to ask on what scale human same-
ness and human diversity are to be calibrated. Can a different sense of scale 
and scaling form a counterweight to the appeal of absolute panicularity 
currently celebrated under the filding sign of "race'"? Can it answer the se-
ductions of self and kind projected onto the sumce of the body but stub-
bornly repudiated inside it by the proliferation of invisible differences that 
produce catastrophic consequences where people are not what they seem 
to be? ,In the instability of scale thu characterizes our time, how is 
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racializ.ed and racializing identity being imagined? Is there still place for 
Mrace" on the new scale at which human life and human difference is con-
templated? We can cut this long story short by posing the ccnttal question 
even more starkly. What does that long-lived trope Mrace" mean in the age 
of molecular biology? 

We have seen that on their journey away from modernity's inaugural 
catastrophes, nciological ways of organizing and classifying the world 
have retained a special baggage of petspcctival inclinations, perceptual 
habits, and scalar assumptions. Their anthropologies depended and still 
depend upon observations that cannot be wholly diS2SSOciated from the 
technologica.l means that have both fostered and mediated them. 1b.is is 
where anatomical scale was first broken. Long ago. microscopes trans-
formed what could be seen, but the latest technologies for observing on 
smaller and smaller scales changed the threshold of visibility and contrib-
uted to an enhanced sense of the power of the unseen and the unsecablc. 
The eugenic ravings of Francis Crick, the Nobd-Priu-winning co-
discoverer of DNA, demonstrate exactly how the change of scale involved 
in the founding of molecular biology and the redefinition of life in terms of 
information, messages, and code was recognized as having C1lt2clysmic 
moral and political consequences .... Biopolitics laid the foundations for 
and was superseded by "nano-politics: 

Skin, bone, and even blood are no longer the primaI}' referents of racial 
discourse. If the modem episteme was constituted through processes that 
forsook the integrity of the whole body and moved inside the threshold of 
the skin to enumerate organs and describe their functional relationship to 
an organic totality, the situation today is VCIJ different. The same inward 
direction has been maintained and the momenrum increased. Forget to-
tality: the aspiration to perceive and explain through recourse to the power 
of the minute, the microscopic, and now the molecular has been consoli-
dated. In a space beyond comparative anatomy and all dermo-political 

the body and its obvious, functional components no longer de-
limit the scale upon which assessments of the unity and variation of the 
species are to be made. The naked eye was long ago recognized to be 
insufficient to the tasks of evaluation and description demanded by the be-
leaguered condition of everyday life and the popular eugenic answers to its 
manifold problems. It is more than technological changes that make what 
was hitherto invisible not only visible but also decisive. 

Nuclear magnetic resonance spcctroscopy (NMR), positron emission 
tomography (PET), and computuizcd tomography (er) are several of 
the technical innovations in medical imaging that have transformed the 
relationship between the seen and the unseen. Whether it is the IBM logo 
being spelled out in atoms of xenon or a less specific dream of gaining con-
trol over the big world "by fiddling with the nanoscale entities of which it 
is the movement is always in one direction: downward and in-
ward. Our foundational question should be this: Where do these changes 
leave the idea of racial difference, particularly when it cannot be readily 
corrdated with complex genetic variation? Current wisdom seems to sug-
gest that up to six pairs of genes are implicated in the outcome of skin 
·oolor: They do not constitute a single switch. 

Several years ago Stcphen Lawrence, a young black man, was brutally 
murdered by several young white men at a bus stop in South East London. 
His tragic death was but one fatality in a sequence of racial attacks that had 
been perpetrated in the same area. Two others, Rolan Adams and Rohit 
Duggai, had been killed in comparable circumstances, but it was the Law-
rence murder that became a landmark in the politics in Britain.49 

The whole story of political action around these and other similar 
deaths cannot be: recapitulated here. For these limited purposes, it is 
enough to say that a small but dynanUc movement grew up around these 
terrible tragedies and that the actions of the bereaved families and their 
various groups of $Upponers took place: both inside and outside the formal 
institutions of government, publicity, and legislation. Tactical actions 
were intended to project anger, amplify grief, win suppon, change con-
sciousness, and raise money for legal fees. Political initiatives included a 
demand for the justice that had be:en effectively denied when police, 
couns, and prosecutors refused to act with speed and diligence against the 
attackers. They also encompassed a demand for sympathy for the plight of 
the families in their loss and their sadness that has left a substantial mark 
on the life of our nation. These actions articuLated a further sequence of 
supplementary demands: for recognition of the seriousness of the offense 
and for acknowledgment of the humanity of the victims and the dis-
tinctively unwholesome nature of the brutal offenses that had left them to 
die on the pavement while their blood drained away. A govemment-
sponsored judicial inquiry into Lawrence's murder and the way the police 
and the criminal justice system had responded to it raised the disturbing 
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issue that racism- had conditioned the workings of Britain's 
government agencies. 

Although most aspects of the forbiddingly complex case of Stephen 
Lawrence cannot be explored here, that does not mean they have been for-
gonen. There are also solid mora.! and political reuons why that biner epi-
sode and the events that followed it should not be used as illustrative 
material on the way toward a more general and inevitably speculative argu-
ment about the nature of racial categories and the limits of raciali:z.ed ex-
planation. Nevertheless, that is what I wish to do. 

The British National Pany-an openly nw-fascist group-had been 
vel)' active in the area where Stephen Lawrence was murdered. Their na-
tional headquarters was close to the spot where he died, and it was not sur-
prising that the group's presence in the neighborhood and its possible role 
in legitimating white supremacist terror there became the focus of political 
activity directed toward the police and the local state. In the names of 
antifascism and antiracism, activists demanded that the party's 
well-fortified headquaners be shut down. There were tactical divisions 
within the campaign as to how this might be achieved. One group favored 
localized direct action. another prefened to pursue more familiar panerns 
of protest. R2ther thm march against the bunker, they chose to make their 
public demands in the central area of the city where government buildings 
are located and where the media would anend. Another, local demonstra-
tion was held outside the fortified building. This action was animated by 
the suggestion that if the authorities were unable to move against the 
group and their headquarters (which had become powerful symbols of the 
malevolent forces of racism and fascism), anriracist demonstrators would 
do so. This demonstration, held on Saturday, October 16, 1993, pitted a 
large number of protesters against a considerable formation of police in 
riot gear that had been deployed to protect the nco-fascists from the wrath 
of the anriracists. 

The details of the violence that followed are interesting but not essen-
tial to the points being explored here. AI:. a result of the physical confronta-
tion between these groups. forty-one demonstrators were injured. 
Nineteen police officers were treated for their injuries. and four of them 
spent the night in the hospital ConRict over the behavior of the marchers 
erupted after the event. This was something more than the routine cycle of 
mutual denunciation. In particular, the police claimed that antiracist 
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marchen had singled out black officers and made them special targets for 
hostility and attack. One of these policemen. deployed by his superiors in 
defense of the rights of an organization that does not recognize him as be-
longing to the natioruU community or upholding its laws, was Constable 
Leslie Turner. Turner said he had been attacked because he was black. He 
told the newspapers, "It was white demonstrators. There were no black 
people there that I could see. They singled me out as being a traitor." 
\"'Ihatever his thoughts to the contrary, it is possible that Officer Turner's 
plight might well have been worse if there had been larger numbers of 
black protesters around that day. On the scale of human suffering that 
ends with brutal murder, his experiences are slight, even trivial His stol)' 
of victimage may even have been fabricated to win new legitimacy for a 
dubious police operation. But I want to proceed as if, almost irrespective of 
what really happened, there was a measure of truth in what he said 
about that demonstration. What ifhe was amcked as a traitor? What kind 
of traitor would he have been? What if he was assaulted by angry people 
on the basis that by being a black police officer he had somehow violated 
the political position that they imagined to match his uniformed black 
body? What is the currency of what are sometimes called "coconut, 
Mchoc-ice,· or ·orea cookie" ontologies with their strict and pernicious di-
visions between "inside" and "outside"? What if the mob was not alive to 
the irony of his being deployed in defense of the local nco-Nazis? What if 
they. too, succumbed to the vicious logic of nee-thinking? 

I am telling this tale here in order to conjure up some of the substan-
tive problems lodged in the way people conceptualize and act upon racial 
difference. If dedicated antiracist and antifascist activists remain wedded 
to the most basic mythologies and morphologies of racial difference, what 
chance do the rest of us have to escape its allure? If the brutal simplicity of 
racial typology remains alive even in the most deliberate and assertive of 
antifascist gestures, then perhaps critical, avowedly "anti-essentialist" in-
tellectuals are asking too much when we inquire about the renunciation of 
-race,· or when we aspire to polychromatic and multiethnic utopias in 
which the color of skin makes no more difference than the color of eyes or 
hair. It would probably be inappropriate to assume too much common 
ground between this readership and those anti-Nazi demonstrators. But it 
is not illegitimate to inquire into where professional and academic inter-

might resonate in this narrative. Have we. too, become complicit in 
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the remcation of racial difference? What has happened to the antiracist as-
sumptions that governed our scholarly activities in previous times? Have 
they been beaten back by the gains of postbiological detenninism, which is 
claiming the right to account for human behavior back from the social sci-
ences? This argument should not be misunderstood. It seeks to initiate a 
period of reSection and clarification about our intellectual, ethical, and po-
litical projects in the critical scholarship of -races" and raciologies. 

I am alive to all the ironies of my position. I understand that taking an-
tipathy toward "race" beyond the uns12ble equilibrium represented by my 
liberal use of scare quotes might be viewed as a betrayal of those groups 
whose oppositional, legal, and even democntic claims have come to rest 
on identities and solidarities forged at great cost from the categories given 
to them by their oppressors. But to renounce Mrace" for analytical purposes 
is not to judge all appeals to it in the profane world of political cultures as 
formally equivalent. Less defensively, I think that our perilous predica-
ment, in the midst of a political and technological sea-change that some-
how strengthens ethnic absolutism and primordialism, demands a radical 
and dramatic response. This must step away from the pious ritual in which 
we always agree that "race" is invented but are then required to defer to its 
embeddedness in the world and to accept that the demand for justice re-
quires us nevertheless innocently to enter the political arenas it helps to 
mark out. 

Simply to raise these issues may be to violate a tacit scholarly agree-
ment. The link between antiracist practice and intellectual work in this area 
is certainly not what it was twenty ycars ago, and yet there are precious few 
reflections on the changes signaled along the road that leads through mu-
nicipal antiracism and beyond it into the barren terrain where work on 
"race" is overshadowed by privatized, corporate multicultunlism and cul-
tures of simulation in which racial alterity has acquired an important com-
mercial value. This just might be a suitable time to break the foundational 
oscillation between biology and culture, to open the closed circuit that 
analyses of what we used to call the New Racism have become. It will be 
more fruit:fuJ. in future to trace the histoty of racial metaphysics-or rather 
of a metaphysical raciology-as an underlying precondition for various ver-
sions of determinism: biological, cultural, and now, genomic. 

It has become commonplace to remark that, however noble, the idea 
of antiracism does not communicate any positive or affirmative notes. 
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What, after all, are antiracists in Cavor of? What are we committed to and 
how does it connect with the necessary moment of negativity thar defines 
our political hopes? There are difficulties in framing those objectives, uto-
pian and otherwise. I see this as another small symptom of the larger, 
chronic condition involved in the crisis of-race" and attempts to escape it 
by refiguring humanism. The history of racism is a narrative in which the 
congruency of micro- and macrocosm has been distupted at the point of 
their analogical intersection: the human body. The order of active differ-
entiation that gets called "race- may be modernity's most pernicious signa-
ture. It articulates reason and unreason. It knits together science and 
superstition. Its specious ontologies are anything but spontaneous and 
natural. They should be awarded no immunity from prosecution amid the 
reveries of reflexivity and the comfortable forms of inertia induced by ca-
pirulation to the lazy essentialisms that postmodem sages inform us we 
cannot escape. 
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